
Four Keys…

…To Hearing the Voice of God

Part 4



Short Recap of the Four Keys…
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1. Stillness
Quieting yourself down…
Go from the left-side of the brain to the right-side by picturing…

2. Look for Vision
Fixing our eyes on Jesus…

3. Spontaneity
Tuning to spontaneity

4. Journaling
And writing down the flow of thoughts and pictures…

All four keys are important 
to hear the voice of God…

Find a spiritual advisor to 
test your journaling!



Overview of Part 4
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• Closer look at Journaling…
Learning how to journal…
Avoiding pitfalls…

• Journaling Exercise…
Putting into practise everything you have learned so far…



Part 4 – Journaling Introduction
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• Much of the Bible are examples of journaling…
Books like Psalms, Revelation, the prophets are all examples of journaling…

• Different ways of journaling…
Use a notebook, a computer or voice recording

• No rules about how long your journaling should be…
This is a love relationship…
Whether you journal for 5 mins or 15 minutes doesn’t matter!  
Don't impose a rule of how long your journaling should be



Part 4 – Benefits of Journaling
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• Frees us to write in faith knowing you can test it later…
Staying in ‘Faith Mode’ prevents you from jamming the receiver

• Receive whole pages rather then a couple of phrases…
Don't allow doubt or judgement…
Keep writing in faith without allowing any interruptions

• Keeps your mind occupied and therefore out of the way!
Your brain is focussed on writing and spelling and therefore will be less likely to 
interrupt the flow… 
Some people need to learn to stay in the flow while writing…



Part 4 –Journaling Principles
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• Journal when you are alert and ready – Not tired…
For some people that is not in the early hours.  Ask God for the best time...

• Grammar and spelling are not critical when journaling…
Don’t worry about mistakes in spelling.  You can correct those later if you like…

• Date all entries…
Helps provide context when reading your entry after a couple of months/years.



Part 4 –Journaling Principles
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• When you begin, write down your question…
When you begin to journal, write down the question you have.  
It will help facilitate getting a response. Don't stare at an empty sheet of paper!   
"I love You Lord – I trust in You!  What would You like to say to me today?"

• Skip a line in your journal when the flow begins…
Skip a line when you move from God speaking to you speaking and vice versa…

• Re-read your last journal entry before you start…
Did you do what God asked you to do?
Remind yourself of what God wanted you to know last time you journaled…



Part 4 –Journaling – Avoiding Pitfalls
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• Don’t ask for a date when something will happen…
God usually measures maturity rather then time…
Asking for a date is usually the result of praying with an idol in our heart…

• Journal about something God has given you authority…
Journal about your spouse, your children…
If you are a pastor or elder you can journal about the church…
Journal about your work…

• Build up a good knowledge of the Bible…
A good knowledge of the Bible enables you to draw on that knowledge when 
required and verify whether you journaling lines up with the Word



Part 4 –Journaling Principles
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• Journaling is personal prophecy where God is speaking 
prophetically to you…
Restrict your journaling to the ‘prophecy categories’ in 1 Corinthians 14:3

1. Edification Building up…
2. Exhortation God giving you direction…
3. Comfort “I love you”

• Stay away from predictive journaling…
Am I going to marry this person?  
Which shares should I buy in the stock market?
If you do need specific guidance: Besides journaling, rely on peace in your 
heart, counsel of others and what the experience of life is saying to you…



Journaling Exercise

Hearing the voice of God is as easy as becoming still, fixing our eyes upon Jesus, 

tuning to spontaneity and writing down the flow of thoughts and visions...

10 Minutes 


